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Sales Assessment: Searching for Interpersonal Competencies
In one of my last newsletters, I spoke about the difference between functional and industry expertise. These
are important, but more so are the interpersonal characteristics necessary to make a good sales person great.
No amount of industry knowledge or process can move the scale if the person has no drive or ambition.
Sales is a unique function. Where else can interpersonal competencies take precedence in the interview
process? If you are hiring an Engineer, there are set technical checkboxes necessary to be successful.

Sales Assessment: Searching for Interpersonal Competencies (cont.)
As you look at your sales team today, you will have certain people who rise to the top. More often then not,
they did so in the first 24-36 months. What made one Regional Sales Manager better than another?
•

Learning Agility

•

Empathy

•

Motivation & Ambition

•

Competitive Drive

•

Ability to Multi-Task

•

Results Oriented

•

Money-Driven

•

Self-Aware

•

Leadership

•

Relationship Building

These are all generalizations, but I would bet it was some combination of the list above. At the end of the day,
you can teach functional or industry expertise. Granted, there is some time invested to get there. What you
cannot teach is ambition.
As you start your next Sales search, look beyond the resume and take into account these interpersonal skills.
They have the potential to take your team from good to great.

Join Our Team
Our Sales & Marketing Practice Area has grown substantially throughout the last year. We have new work
coming in every month and are looking to add additional support to the team. If you know any Recruiters
looking to make a change or Sales Executives interested in making the transition to Recruiting, please let
me know.

Expertise: Sara Kosmer
Sara Kosmer is the Practice Area Director for Sales & Marketing at PinPoint Solutions. She started her
career in Recruiting nearly 10 years ago. After a year or two in Contingency, Sara moved to our retained
division, Westport Intl, and founded our company’s internal research department. Sara spent several years
managing the department and sourcing candidates for executive level openings across the organization.
Today, Sara has moved back to PinPoint Solutions, bringing with her a search approach to contingency.
Sara holds her bachelors degree from the University of Dayton.
Connect with Sara on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/sarakosmer

